YES and AMEN!
God’s promises never fail

OUR TBN PRODUCTION TEAM responded quickly to the global pandemic with powerful programming ministering peace and hope to our viewers.
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With a doubt the past several months have been a period of great uncertainty for each one of us. In fact, looking back on the COVID crisis which took all of us by surprise back in early March, followed by an intense time of social unrest across America, I think it’s safe to say that everyone reading this letter has been impacted in some way.

While it may be true that only a relatively small percentage of us have been directly touched by illness related to the global pandemic, virtually all of us have been affected in other ways — in changes to our daily lives and routines, in our jobs and finances, in how we relate to family, friends, and neighbors, and even in how we worship together. Much of what we’ve taken for granted in the past several months is in question.

One thing that has really touched Laurie and me throughout this lengthy coronavirus crisis, along with the social conflicts that have swept through our nation, is the extent to which so many people have grown anxious and fearful — for their health and wellness, for their families, for their finances, for what lies ahead. Even many who trust in Jesus have found themselves uncertain, wondering if what they believe about God, His goodness, and what they’ve embraced from His Word will be enough to sustain them and those they love in times of difficulty.

Of course, you and I know the answer to that question is a resounding “Yes and Amen” through Jesus! His death and resurrection have sealed every promise of God for our benefit. In fact, the apostle Paul makes that truth clear in 2 Corinthians 1:20 when he declares that “all the promises of God in Him are Yes, and in Him Amen, to the glory of God through us” (NKJV).

Early on in this crisis, as Laurie and I prayed we realized that TBN’s broadcast platform was perfectly poised to deliver the message of God’s faithfulness in every circumstance that people all over the world need to hear. As the situation heated up globally, we quickly adapted many of TBN’s production resources to create and air programming that would especially minister faith, hope, peace — and God’s unfailing promises — to viewers as they daily faced hardship and uncertainty.

Among the many TBN ministry partners adding their wisdom and encouragement to these programs has been our good friend, author, and pastor Max Lucado. Over the past months Pastor Max has hosted a series of one-hour TBN specials that powerfully reinforce the “Unshakable Hope” available to each of us in every circumstance through God’s unbreakable promises.

“It is not God’s will that you lead a life of perpetual anxiety,” Pastor Max assures viewers in one of those specials. “It’s not His will that you face every day with dread and trepidation.”

He goes on to note the multiplied thousands of “exceedingly great and precious promises” God has made for our benefit (2 Peter 1:4), and adds: “God made you for more than a life of fear-filled angst and mind-splitting worry. He has a new chapter for your life” — a chapter filled with peace, purpose, and victory.

Similarly, as social unrest erupted across America following the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis, we called on a number of respected Christian leaders to speak into the situation in a biblical and relevant manner, and to bring assurance to our viewers that, even in the midst of chaos and turmoil, God is in control. During one of those TBN specials, our good friend, Bishop T.D. Jakes, offered this message of hope to viewers: "To the world that is watching, I know there is a lot of bad news everywhere, but we have good news, we’ve got positive news: Jesus is still Lord, and God still sits on the throne. He’s got everything right in the palm of His hand. And we’re trusting Him to guide us through this season — not only that we might survive, but that we might thrive in a season of turbulence.”

It is TBN ministry partners like Max Lucado and Bishop T.D. Jakes, and the wealth of programming they’re a part of, that make you feel so humbled and honored to be part of TBN’s broadcast outreach — an outreach that is touching every corner of the globe with the love of Jesus.

Dear friend, never forget that it is your regular prayer and financial partnership that enables TBN to produce and air programming that is touching hearts and homes in literally every nation on earth — including many places where sharing the gospel is strictly forbidden.

Thank you for your ongoing commitment to stand with us in this timely ministry! And thank you for standing in the gap on behalf of the billions of souls we’re prayerfully claiming for the kingdom of God as TBN beams the message of hope and grace through Jesus around the world.

May God bless you for your faithfulness to the cause of Christ.

Laurie and Matt Crouch
Pastors Tye and Shante Tribbett from Live Church in Orlando, Florida hosted a special night of praise and worship with an emphasis on racial reconciliation. "Let's turn our eyes on Jesus," said Pastor Tye. "He will fill us with His peace, His joy, and His hope. Come with us and let's worship the Lord."

MOVING TOWARD RECONCILIATION. Matt and Laurie welcomed Bishop Kenneth Umer, pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Los Angeles, to discuss how Christians can demolish walls of racial division and cultivate a culture of righteousness and respect in the church.

In this episode of Better Together, TBN’s daily ministry and talk show by and for women, host Laurie Crouch joins Christine Caine, Jamie Ivey, Latasha Morrison, and Dianna Nepstad to discuss how we can prepare our young people to champion justice and reconciliation. Watch this and other past shows at bettertogether.tv.
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Faith, Patriotism, and Front-Porch Friendship

A NIGHT OF PRAISE AND CONVERSATION. In the midst of a global pandemic and social unrest, worship leaders David and Nicole Binion welcomed music artists Todd Dulaney, Mary Alessi, Maranda Curtis, and Bishop Joseph Garlington Sr. to discuss some important issues — and to worship Jesus.
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"As a Black American Christian, I just want to express my appreciation to you for airing the television shows that are addressing the injustice we have been experiencing for so many years. Your shows are not judgmental, condemning or condescending, but have content that is real, fair, and compassionate, which can only be portrayed in a Christian atmosphere with the love and understanding of God. "I view secular television news networks, but I cannot express to you how much more it means to me when my Christian brothers and sisters acknowledge and address the issues that are so personal and painful to us. It means the world to know that our Christian family is listening to us, and praying for us, for we are all one body. Jesus prayed that we would be one (John 17:11)."

— JEWEL

"TBN’s programs continue to be a lifeline of hope, grace, comfort, and spiritual growth for me. I praise the Lord that I am blessed by your broadcasts.” — DAVID

Email your TBN testimony to: changedlives@tbn.org
TBN affiliate network JCTV Pakistan is boldly declaring the love of Jesus across southern Asia, the Middle East, and beyond. Based in Lahore, Pakistan’s second largest city with a population of over 11 million people, JCTV reaches a potential audience of over 200 million viewers throughout Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Afghanistan via satellite with its Urdu-language programming.

Muslims in Asia, Africa, Europe, and elsewhere are more open than ever to the good news of salvation through Jesus Christ, said JCTV founder Javed Rauf. “JCTV’s culturally relevant programming clearly declares Christ, and is lighting hope in many hearts,” he said. "And as Christians, many of whom are facing shortages of food and other supplies. "Our prayer and goal is to bear the burdens of our brothers and sisters who are suffering," explained Pastor Rauf. "We are grateful for the prayer and support of our TBN friends and partners. Thank you so very much.”

For nearly fifty years TBN has been following Christ’s Great Commission to go! and share His message of hope and grace everywhere possible. We’ve taken life-changing Christian television to literally every nation, giving hundreds of millions of individuals access to programming that ministers hope, healing, and life.

But we haven’t done it alone. It’s been committed partners like you who have made this epic outreach possible. That’s what the Power of Go! is all about: you joining with us in three specific ways: Praying regularly for TBN, our staff, programmers, networks, and outreach; Partnering with us financially to expand TBN’s impact; and Sharing TBN content with those you know who will be touched and changed by it.

In upcoming newsletters we’ll be sharing more about the crucial role you have in TBN’s ongoing mission, and strategic ways you can maximize your impact as together we take the love of Jesus to the ends of the earth!

Here’s Why You Need Collagen
by Dr. Josh Axe
Co-Founder, Ancient Nutrition

Did you know that collagen is a critical nutrient your body needs every day? But it is also a missing component in the daily diets of most people — which is why it’s become an in-demand supplement at Ancient Nutrition.

Our Multi-Collagen Protein is formulated from five sources of collagen that are pasture-raised, hormone-free, and non-GMO sourced. And it’s made with naturally fermented collagen peptides, so it’s easy for your body to absorb in support of a healthy gut, skin, hair, nails, joints, and more!

Follow a short hiatus Access 360 has returned with great new programs! The exclusive monthly video magazine gives you a behind-the-scenes look at some of the compelling programming, Praise, worship, and specials airing on your TBN. There’s a lot of relevant, compelling content being produced every day here at TBN, and we want you to enjoy every moment — and share it with family and friends. You can view past and present installments of Access 360 online at watch.tbn.org/access-360.
Bishop T.D. Jakes shares some deeply personal stories to show how God uses the difficult chapters of life to prepare us for His richest blessings. With each chapter Bishop Jakes reinforces the profound truth that if you stay faithful through suffering, God will overtake you with His joy, comfort you with His peace, and fill you with His purpose.

Our “Thank You” this month for your gift of any amount to TBN!

In appreciation for your support of TBN

Your trials are stepping stones to God’s blessings!

God has an “unshakable hope” for you!

In Unshakable Hope: Building Our Lives on the Promises of God — along with the special Unshakable Hope study guide — Pastor Max Lucado unpacks 12 significant Bible promises, offering encouraging guidance for overcoming sadness and despair, renewing a sense of purpose, and triumphantly facing the future.

Receive all three resources as our thanks for your gift to TBN this month of $50 or more.